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Abstract. The aim of this project is to use a set of commentaries for the purpose of Bengali language learning.
For word learning and syntax learning, a set of commentaries is collected on videos where there are agents, objects
with colour, actions and path-goal. We use some techniques of Dynamic NLP(Natural Language Processing)
including algorithms like ADIOS (automatic distillation of structure) to identify significant segments on the basis
of statistical information.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

For a child, learning happens through language and through semantics. In dynamic NLP, we always associate
a lexical discovery with its semantics. Dynamic refers to the fact that this method allows expansion of the
obtained language model. Syntax deals with the positioning of the Subject, Verb and Object, which is gener-
ally in the order (Subject,Object,Verb) in Bengali. Being a Bengali myself, the motivation was to construct
a model whereby the system will learn the words and syntax for this language. Understanding the concepts
involved here would prove beneficial if we want to extend the project to any other language. The first step is
to collect input data as mentioned in section 4. After that, to handle the variations in the input, a small subset
is used for initial learning(Family-lect) and then the rest of the commentaries (Multi-lect) are considered. We
apply ADIOS and other concepts like bigram, ngram, pruning of the corpus, etc.

2 Related Works

The ADIOS algorithm has been outlined in [1]. This unsupervised algorithm recursively distills hierarchically
structured patterns from a given corpus. Susan et al. [5] introduce the concept of using transitional probabil-
ities between words to segment sentences into phrases, and then use this information to acquire the syntax of
a miniature language.
A language learning model has been established for English and Hindi using concepts of dynamic NLP [2].
The process has been demonstrated on a simple video, with crowdsourced commentary text in these two lan-
guages. Here we use similar concepts to design a language learning model for Bengali. In [4] we get a nice
overview of the way a child picks up word meanings.

3 Our Approach

The learner has some pre-linguistic concepts in Bengali:
– Agent with subtypes ডাম, ডজী (Dome,Daisy)
– Object with subtypes বল, বগে (Ball,Square)
– Colour with subtypes লাল, নীল (Red,Blue)
– Action with subtypes ছাড়া, গিড়েয় দওয়া (Throw, Roll)
– Path-goal with subtypes ল র আেগ, ল , ল র পের (Before Target, On Target, Beyond Target)



Words like আর, এবং ('and') are not taken under consideration to narrow down the set of words. For disjoint
concepts c1, c2 we divide the sentences into sets - those that occur in commentaries for video involving c1 ,
and those that occur for c2. This has been referred to as contrastive association in [2]. All these are on the
family-lect stage. In the multi-lect stage, we prune the corpus and apply ADIOS algorithm.

4 Dataset

The input data consists of Bengali commentary for the sixteen 2D videos. Data is being collected from people
of different genders and different ages in the campus. An example commentary from the collected samples
in Bengali: ডজী লাল বগে গিড়েয় িদল which can be translated as Daisy rolled red square. Till now, five sets of
samples have been collected in Bengali and we will collect more as the project progresses.
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